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 NoVibeHeat shims stand to disrupt the status quo, offering a quieter, safer, greener 
alternative with unmatched design flexibility to meet broader performance criteria.

Heat Shielding - �ermal Layer Design

 Traditional shims offer insignificant thermal barrier properties that could 
lead to hydraulic fluid overheating within the brake piston circuit 

which can contribute to brake fading problems. Additionally,
 the manufacturing process requires the use of toxic chemicals and

 is not environmentally friendly.

�e Problem 
NoVibeHeat shims offer distinct and substantial design 

improvements that uniquely position this product above all leading 
competitors across three key vectors including: noise dampening, heat 

shielding, and a 100% VOC free production process.

 �e Solution

Noise Dampening Perforated Surface

Green Manufacturing - 100% VOC Free

Of the approximate six million accidents per year in the USA, brake failure 
contributes to roughly 22%   of all mechanical related factors. NoVibeHeat 
shims deliver a significant technological advantage by providing superior thermal 
barrier properties that prevent wet point brake fluid boiling that could lead to 
fading or failure.

NoVibeHeat is produced using a patented environmentally friendly process that 
eliminates 100% of solvents and consumes a fraction of the energy required to 
produce traditional bonded layers of solvent coated NBR rubber shim materials.
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NoVibeHeat Shims, A 100% VOC Free Manufacturing Process
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                           shims feature an 
innovative, perforated noise dampening, 
heat-shielding design, and a green 
manufacturing process while offering 
unlimited design flexibility. 

NoVibeHeat

The smooth surface 
of traditional shims 
may reflect more 
vibrations, creating 
unwanted noise.
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Sound Waves
are absorbed by the 
perforated design of 
NoVibeHeat Shims 
reducing noise and 
reverberation 
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